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Co-Chair Summary 

 

The 12
th 

Steering Committee meeting of the Global Bioenergy Partnership was held in Tokyo 

on 17 November 2011, kindly hosted by the Government of Japan. Argentina, Brazil, 

Cambodia, Egypt, France, Germany, Ghana, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, 

Netherlands, Paraguay, Spain, Sudan, Sweden, Tanzania, Thailand, United States of America, 

Viet Nam, ADB, ECOWAS, European Commission, FAO, IDB, IEA, IRENA and UNEP 

participated in the meeting. The meeting was chaired by Brazil.  

 

Opening Remarks 

The Steering Committee was opened by a welcome speech of Mr. Masamichi Saigo, Deputy 

Director General of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Research Council, MAFF, of Japan.  

 

 

GBEP Membership and Chairmanship 

The Steering Committee welcomed countries and organizations participating as Observers, in 

particular Cambodia, Thailand and IRENA participating in GBEP meetings for the first time. 

The Steering Committee also welcomed the request of the Organization of American States 

(OAS) to become GBEP Observer.  

The Steering Committee welcomed and agreed on the proposal to extend the Italian 

Chairmanship and the Brazilian Co-Chairmanship for another year (2012). 

 

 

GBEP Programme of Work  

1. GBEP Task Force on Sustainability 

Sweden, Chair of the GBEP Task Force on Sustainability, updated the Steering Committee on 

the work of the Task Force. He reported to the Steering Committee the recent work - mostly 

through e-group discussion - to refine the content of the report “The Global Bioenergy 

Partnership Sustainability Indicators for Bioenergy”, including the methodology sheets for the 

agreed set of indicators. 

The Steering Committee welcomed the work of the Task Force and endorsed the report with 

minor agreed changes. It also endorsed the next steps towards the publication of the report on 

the GBEP website by the end of this year. Partners stressed the importance to spread the 

report not only through the GBEP website, but also in relevant events during the 2012 

International Year of Sustainable Energy for All. The GBEP report will be printed (as full 

report, executive summary and CD ROMs) subject to generous contributions from Partners 

and Observers.  

The Steering Committee decided that the Task Force on Sustainability is temporarily closed, 

but not suppressed. 
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2. GBEP Working Group on Capacity Building for Sustainable Bioenergy  

The Netherlands and US, newly appointed co-Chairs of the Working Group on Capacity 

Building for Sustainable Bioenergy (WGCB), informed the Steering Committee on the results 

of the 1
st
 meeting of the WG. It agreed to establish three Activity Groups: 

1. West African Regional Forum on Sustainable Modern Bioenergy; 

2. Raising awareness, and sharing of data and experience on the implementation of 

GBEP indicators; and 

3. Study tour for capacity building and training. 

The Working Group suggested Activity Groups to be co-led by at least two members, and to 

work mainly via e-mails and teleconferences.  

 

The Steering Committee welcomed the newly appointed co-Chairs and supported the way 

forward discussed and agreed by the Working Group. 

 

 

GBEP funding and arrangements 

Partners and Observers were invited to continue contributing both financially and in-kind to 

the GBEP’s future activities and programme of work. In this context special thanks were 

expressed to Partners and Observers that recently contributed.  

The GBEP Secretariat informed Partners and Observers about estimated costs to print the 

GBEP report in three different formats: full report, executive summary with CD ROM inside, 

and CD ROMs. This work will be done subject to availability of funds. 

 

 

Next steps 

 

  The report “The Global Bioenergy Partnership Sustainability Indicators for 

Bioenergy” 
 On 24 November 2011 - The GBEP Secretariat will circulate the report endorsed by 

the Steering Committee, reflecting the changes discussed and agreed. 

 By 8 December 2011 – Partners and Observers will be invited to inform the GBEP 

Secretariat about agreed revisions not reflected in the report circulated on 24 

November 2011. 

 On 12 December 2011 - The GBEP Secretariat will circulate the final report. Partners 

and Observers will have the final chance to highlight errors/oversights within a week. 

 On 19 December 2011 – The GBEP report will be posted on the website and ready for 

printing. 

 

 International Year of Sustainable Energy for All – Partners and Observers were 

invited to mention GBEP’s work in relevant events. 

 

 13
th

 GBEP Steering Committee and 2
nd

 Working Group on Capacity Building for 

Sustainable Bioenergy meetings to take place in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012 (back to 

back to the Rio +20 Conference) kindly hosted by the Government of Brazil – exact dates 

and location to be decided.   

 


